
Revision Test 2 
MAXIMUM MARKS 30 

5. an 
elephant 7. ox 

8. toy 
A. Fill in the blanks with a or an. 

3. a bus 
1. O0 egg 6 a house 

4. Qn actor 
2. O owl 

B. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the. 

3. a book 
an 

umbrella 7. th Sun 
5 

1. arock 8. a fan 

4. he Everest 6. bus 

2. anorange 6 

C. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the.

1. Mrs Shah has a blue car. 

htreee. 
2. Mamta saw a tree. She also saw an owl on 

thtree. 

3. Charu wants @_ umbrella and a doll for her birthday. 

3. 

4.A giraffe hasalong neck butan elephant hasa 

long trunk. 

5. The black horse ran between He two trees. 

6. he schoolchildren were walking around he zoo. 

2 
D. Circle the correct pronoun from the brackets. 

1. Rani has a pencil. (She/ They) uses (ity us) every day. 

2. Meena, do (her /(you) play the tabla? 

3. Roma said that (she)/ us) is the fastest runner in the class. 

4. That is Mr Thomas. (He/ You) is our principal. 

2 
E. Fill in the blanks with pronouns from the brackets. 

he 1. I know Rita. lives near my house. (She/Us) 

2. I asked him to bring me some sweets. (him/we) 

3. Can yo come to my party? (them /you) 

his 4. Rahul said that. father was ill. (his /it) 
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circle the word that the underlined pronoun replaces. 
3 F 

Meena washed the clothes and then she dried them. The coach) threw the ball, then he began to run. 
Mrs Rao asked for apen) so I gave it to her. 

Rachna)was late so the teacher scolded her. 
5.Ameena)andAyesha) love their grandmother. 
6. My name is(Sandra)I study in Class 3. 

G. Circle the adjectives in these sentences. 6 

1. The(green) parrots flew in the grey sky. 
2. Sara put the pretty flowers in a(round)basket. 
3. Johnny loves playing with his (brow teddy bear. 

4. Esha'sblack)hair was cutshort) 
5. Mummy makes(delicious tomato soup. 

6. Our teacher read us asmal) story about dinosaurs. 

7. On a farm lived fourXgood) friends. 

8. A banana is(yello when it is ripe 
9. Mike was riding his(new bicycle. 

10. Thekind)nurse helped thelittle) girl. 
1. The kitten was spinning around and trying to catch itsblack tail. 

12. The hungry lion waited for his food. 

H. Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives from the brackets. 

1. This is a big room. (big/ heavy) 

2. Samson was the broNest_ man in the whole town. (small/ bravest) 

3. The fifth sum is eo (easy/ fat) 
4. The boys brought water from a nearhy-stream. (nearby / dark) 

5. The kind man helped his neighbour. (kind / new) 5. The 

6. The Small children sang sweetly. (small / fresh) 6. The 
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